@newsletters.

1.

clear vision. check?
“Fundraising is
proclaiming what you
believe in such a way
that we offer other

your newsletters are a communication tool.
what’s the point of all the work if it is
ineffective–if no one reads it, if it never elicits a
response of the heart in prayer, praise or
partnership? EACH ONE should provide a clear
image of the vision, passion and reason for your
ministry. your letters will give voice to God at
work in your lives, in missions, among the lost, in
those around you– and this is powerful. it will
bless your partners and minister to them. it will
give them a fresh vision of God and missions,
and that is also powerful. but only if you
communicate effectively. every time.

people an opportunity
to participate with us in
our vision and mission.”
Henri Nouwen,
A Spirituality of Fundraising

3.

[ #effective ]

2.

white space: lots. pages: one.

one page says, “I can read this in a minute and connect.” front
and back is often necessary, but reign it in. don’t make
people work to find the heartbeat of your ministry-- they
won’t. white space gives the eye places to rest and adds to
the feeling of “important, but brief.” the addition of graphic
elements like sidebars, bolded phrases, photos and changes
in font keep the letter looking “alive” and not flat or static. They
also highlight the key points for those that will quickly browse.
got more info? point people to a blog or webpage.

who are you writing to?

Make love your aim.
I Corinthians 14:1

who do you picture when you decide what to write? your family? your close friends? be careful in this.
picture a broader group of ministry partners. use your newsletter space wisely. your family and friends
like to hear about your children’s latest escapades, but outside of that group, most ministry partners joined with
you because of your vision and mission. if your letters are always weighted with family news, some may
choose to skip reading them, and that avenue of communication will be lost– that doorway connecting people
to what God is doing will be closed.

4.

turn the focus on your ministry
partners and connect them to
the ministry and passion.

take them by the hand and lead them. give them a front
seat looking into your ministry and the daily workings of
your vision. help them to clearly see. paint those images
for them. it’s up to you.

5.

find a way to collect
stories and photos

though it is hard to share stories and photos
while you are still preparing to head overseas,
find a way. meld the story of your current
progress and work, with your ongoing
vision, and with stories from overseas that
show what your ministry will be all about.

partnership development, newsletters, writing, communicating--these may not be your strong suit, and
probably are not the ministry your heart was called to. yet, every successful endeavor requires
effective communication– marriage, parenting, business, ministry, war, peace, justice. communication
is the art of being understood, and not just you, but God through you. partnership is more than
newsletters. it is communicating. find a way to learn that skill.

6.

“Fundraising is also always a call to conversion.
And this call comes to both those who seek funds
and those who have funds. Whether we are
asking for money or giving money we are drawn
together by God who is about to do a new thing
through our collaboration.”
Henri Nouwen, A Spirituality of Fundraising

7.

consider their limitations.

they can’t see what you don’t show them.
they can’t get excited about what you are not
excited about.
their time is extremely limited; their attention even
more.
they are bombarded by information, e-mail, mail,
and the sheer pace of American life.

8.
don’t speak as if everyone
9.knows what you’re talking about.
don’t assume everyone remembers.
10.
edit. edit. edit again.
11.

ahead of supporting you, they must pay their
mortgages, provide for their families, put gas in the
car, support their churches, save for college,
consider retirement.
their benevolence is an act of obedience. their
opportunities for ministries and people to partner
with are overwhelming.
help them catch the vision for the ministry that so
excites you.

12.keep leaving breadcrumbs.

are you in training, internship, T.E., limbo, convey
what stage you are at in your ministry. then,
convey the next few steps on the horizon.
highlight what prayers are currently on your lips,
and what praises are resonating in your heart.
keep giving your supporters breadcrumbs to
follow your journey.

it’s not what you say, it’s what
they hear and grasp.

is your ultimate ministry vision buried under a long story
about moving to a new house or stories about your kids?
edit.
can people glimpse your vision in a quick perusal? edit.
cut. whittle. shape. re-cut. cut some more. we live in
a world of sound bytes and twitter. be succinct.
keep it simple. (and find an editor to be honest about
content and proofreading.)

books worth a read
A Spirituality of Fundraising
by Henri J.M. Nouwen, John S. Mogabgab ed.

The Sower: Redefining the Ministry
of Raising Kingdom Resources
by R. Scott Rodin and Gary G. Hoag

